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Editorial Committee

P. M. VASICand J. D. KECKIC[1] hav.: generalized an inequality of BOHR(see, for
example, [2] p. 61 or [3] p. 312)

Iz +Zzlz ~ (1 +c) IZllz+( 1+ :)
IZzlz,

where ZI and Zz are complex numbers and c>O. Their statement reads:

Let Zt' ... , Zn be complex numbers, and PI"'" Pn positive numbers. Then, for r> 1,

(1)

Since inequality (1) is based on the properties of the function xf-+xr(r> 1), it is natural
to investigate whether an analogous inequality is valid, if, instead of that function, a more
general function /, which has some, but not all, properties of function x f-+xr is considered.

In the present paper we shaH prove inequality (9) which generalizes (1). We shall also
prove the inequality, complementary to (9).

In further text, z ~ (z, , . . . , zn) will denote a complex sequence, P = (PI, . . ., Pn) a posi-
tive sequence, and I the interval [0, + 00).

(2)

1. Let f be a strictly convex function on I and let

f(uv) ~f(u)f(v) (u, vEl); lim
f(t)

= 0; lim
f(t)

= + 00.
1-+0+ t 1-++00 t

Theorem

Then

f(~ Xi)~g(~ g-'\Pi»)i~ P;/(Xi)'

where xiEI (i=l,...,n) and g(t)=f(t).
t

(3)

* Presented September 1, 1973 by J. D. KECKIC.
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Proof. From the hypotheses of the theorem it follows directly that f (0) = 0
and that function g, defined by g (t) =

f(t),
is increasing for t> O. It means

t
that there exists the function g-l, inverse to g. Therefore, since lim g (t) = 0 and

1-0+
lim g (t) = + 00, we conch.de that equality g (x) = Y has a unique solution with

1-+00
respect to x for every Y> O.

For any convex function f, the inequality

(4)

is valid, for arbitrary numbers qi> 0, Yi;S 0 (i= I , . . . , n). On the other hand,
having in view the inequality in (2) we have

(5)

[

n

] [

n

]

n 2: qiYi n 2: qiYI n

f (.~qiYi )=f I~~ .~ql ~f i=~ f
( ~q, ).

,-I
'"

,-1
'"

1-1
ql L., qi

1~1 1=1

From (4) and (5) it follows

f
C~

qiYi) ~g
(~

q;)
i~

qJ(Yi)'(6)

If we introduce the substitution qiYI = Xi (i = 1, . . . , n) and again apply the
inequality in (2), we find

(7) fC~ xI)~g(~ q,) I~ qJ(;:)~g(l~ ql)I~
gCJf(X;).

Let g (~)=PI (i=l,...,n). Then q,=
1 (i=l,...,n) and (7)

qi r '(PI)

becomes

which is, ;n fact, inequality (3).

REMARK 1. If conditions (2) are rep'aced by

f(t) . f(t)
f(uv);Sf(u)f(v) (u, vEl); lim -= + 00; hm -=0,

1-0+ t 1-+ 00 t

inequali ty

(8) f (i Xi )
;Sg

( i ~ ( .)) i p,/(x,)

i=1 i=1
g p,

1=1
holds for f concave.
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Theorem 2. Let function f satisfy the conditions of theorem 1. Then, for the sequen-
ces Z and p we have

(9)

Proof. From the hypotheses of the theorem it follows directly that f is an

I

n I n
increasing function. Using the triangle inequality

i~
Zi

I

;;;;
i~

IZil, from theorem

1 it follows

which is, in fact, inequali y (9).

REMARK 2. From the proof of theorem 2 it is clear that inequality (9) ho!ds for the e!ements
of an arbitrary normed vector space. Namely, if V is a normed vector space with the norm

II'I! and if function f satisfies conditions of theorem 1, then inequality

is valid, where Xl"'" XnEV.

Using the complementary triangle inequality, we may derive a theorem
which corres:-,onds to the result of remark 1, in the same sene in which
theorem 2 corresponds to theorem 1. Namely, we have

Theorem 3. Let the function f satisfy conditions of remark 1 and let f be a
nondecreasing function. Then for the sequences Z and p, we have

(10)

where

cose
(Ot-6;;;; argz,;;;; Ot+6; 0<6<~),

(Ot;;;;argzi;;;;0t+6; 0<6<~),

cos e)

(in other cases),

(11) c=
1

(V-
max -~2 '
+00

where, owing to the monotony of f, we agree to take f ( + 00) = + 00.

Proof. If the substitution xi=lzil (i=l,...,n) is in-roduced in'o (8),
we get

(12)
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Using the complementary triangle inequality, if C is given by (11) (see
[4], [5], [6]), we find

Cli~ Zil ~
i~

IZil,

wherefrom, since I is a nondecreasing function, inequality (12) follows.

REMARK 3. Inequalities similar to (10) may be obtained for the vectors in HILBERT'S and
BANACH'S space (see [71 and [5]).

In the case when I(t)=tr(r> 1) inequality (9) is reduced to (1.1) from [1].

If g (i -

,I
. )= 1 inequality (9) becomes

i~t g (P,)

I (Ii~ zil) ~ i~
pJ(IZi[)'

which for I (t) = tr (r> 1) yields inequality (1. 7) from [1].

If substitution Pi = g (n) (i = 1, . . . , n) is introduced into (9), we get

The above inequality holds for all functions I sa'isfying conditions of theorem 1,
and reduces to (1.8) from [1], when I(t) = tr (r> 1).

REMARK 4. Similarly to the proof of theorem 1, the inequality

b b b

! (! q(X)dx )~g (! 1
dX)! P(x)!(q(X»)dX

g-1 (p(x»
a a a

may be proved, where p (x) >0, xE[a, b], and where! satisfies conditions of theorem 1. (In
this case q is an arbitrary nonnegative function on [a, b], a~O).

We shall now prove some theorems regarding the lower bound of the

expression
IC~ Xi) in (3), i.e. the lower bound of I

(I i~
ZiI) in (9). Thus, in

the following theorem we give complementary inequalities for the above mentioned
inequality.

Theorem 4. Let the lunction I satisly conditions 01 theorem 1. Then, lor the real

sequence P, lor which g-l CJ ~ 1,

(13) (xiE/(i= 1,..., n)).

Proof. Since 1(0) = 0, in virtue of an inequality due to M. PETROVIC(see

(2) in [8]), we have
i~

qi I (y;)
~/C~

qi Yi)' where qi ~ 1, Yi ~ 0 (i = 1,..., n).
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Furthermore, after substitution x; = q;y, we get

f (~ x; )~:i qJ (X~)= i q;g(q,)f (X; )_
(
1.

);~I ;~I q, ;=1
q, g q,

n

(X; ) 1 n 1
= 2.f(q;)f ~ --:-~ 2. f(x;)---:.

;=1 q, g(q,) ;~I g(q,)

If substitution ~ = p; i8 introduced into
g(q;)

obtained, and thereby lhe theorem is proved.
A direct consequence of theorem 4 is

preceding inequality, (13) is

Theorem 5. Let the function f satisfy conditions of theorem 1. Let p be real

sequence such that g-I (;J ~ 1. Then

f(~);~ PJ(lz;I)~f(I;~ z;I)~gC~ rl\p;»);~
pJ(lz;!),

where C is defined by (11).
We shall prove only the left-hand side of (14).
If substitution X;= Iz;1(i = I, ..., n) is introduced

(14)

into (13), we get

wherefrom (14) follows.

REMARK 5. Inequalities similar to (13) and (14) may be obtained for concave functions as well
as for vectors of HILBERT'S, or BANACH'S space.

EXAMPLES. Conditions of theorem 1 are fulfilled, for example, by the function tl-+ f(t) =
t

~trexp -(r>1, 8>0). In this case inequality (9) becomes
t+8

(15)

n

2. c.

where A ~

( ~ c;
)

r-I
exp

;~I '
and c; (i ~ 1,... , n) are positive numbers.

;-1 n
- 8 + 2. c;

;=1

In the case when 8 ~ 1, c1 ~ . .. ~ Cn ~ 1 inequality (15) becomes

I

n

I

r I;~ z;!

( n 1 )
n

Iz;1
2. z; exp ~nr-1exp --+- 2. Iz;[rexp -.

;~I

I

n

I

n+1 2 ;=1 1+lz;1
1+ 2. z;

;~I
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Again, if we take s = n, c I
~ . . . ~ Cn = 1 inequality (15) becomes

Ii z.j

I,~zf "p r' l~nH"p (n~1<),~
n+ L Zi

i~1

1
Setting s~l, c1~','=cn=- into (15), we get

n

IZ'IIZilrexp -~.
n+lzil

I

n

I

L z.

I

n

I

r
i= I ' ( n 1)

n IZi IL Zi exp "'Snr-1exp ~+- L IZilrexp-.
i~1

I

n

I

n+l 2 i~1 1+lzil
1+ L Zi

i~1
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